
 

Return to Castle Wolfenstein is a PC-exclusive first-person shooter video game based on the 1981 film, The Great Escape. Though often praised, it has been criticized for its poor AI and low replayability compared to other FPS titles. The single player campaign consists of nine missions which take place in 1943 and 1944 on various parts of the titular castle and some outside locations: Bavaria: On an
abandoned airstrip in southern Bavaria, following the Battle of Stalingrad; France: In occupied Normandy just after D-Day; Poland: In a POW camp near Warsaw during Operation Torch while the Polish Brigade is fighting with the Allies; United States: During Operation Neptune Spear before World War II ended. The campaign has five difficulty levels: Easy, Normal, Hard, Nightmare and
Wolfenstein. At the beginning of the game, the player is introduced to Captain B.J. Blazkowicz and Sergeant William "B.J." Blazkowicz II, who is B.J.'s younger brother and a newly inducted member of the Army's newly formed Office of Secret Actions (OSA) special forces unit, fighting in North Africa during Operation Torch. It is discovered that Sergeant Willi "B.J." Blazkowicz, a paratrooper and
part of OSA's first assault team, was shot and killed by a German sniper and two of his fellow soldiers, privates Wilhelm "Willi" Schrader and Otto "Oldrich" König were captured. B.J. is ordered to find them as well as three other surviving members of OSA's first assault team: Corporal Roger "Robby" Katzenberger, Private Jim Stonehill and Corporal Paul von Gomer; all located in France near the
town of La Rochelle. In the present day, Blazkowicz is sent to recover a computer chip from an OSA agent named Paul von Gomer, who escaped from a Nazi prison camp in Poland. The chip would be used to create the Supergun prototype, one of the events that lead to Hitler's downfall. At this time, Nazis are now in control of Europe and are planning on using their new weaponry on American soil
which would result in the complete annihilation of America. It is later learned that OSA has lost its data indicating Blaskowicz's location and will give Blaskowicz two minutes to locate it or he must use his own resources to save his fellow agents. En route to Germany, B.J. and his fellow agents come into contact with a group of American and British paratroopers led by Major Alexander May who turn
out to be allies. As they head for the castle, B.J., von Gomer and Katzenberger pass through a town called Chateau d'If where the prisoners from Castle Wolfenstein were held as part of Operation Overlord during World War II, some accounts claiming it is haunted. The current occupants of Chateau d'If are resistance fighters whose father was tortured and killed by Nazis during their occupation. After
reaching the castle, Blazkowicz learns that Schrader and König had been taken there and that he must then locate and free them before they can be executed.
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